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In-depth Report: CRIMINALIZE WAR

The FBI has foiled yet another entirely fabricated terror threat of its own creation, with
missing  mechanisms  in  two  firearms  provided  to  a  potential  terrorist  being  the  only  thing
that prevented this latest case of entrapment from going “live.”

A Rochester man, Mufid A. Elfgeeh, is accused by the FBI of attempting to provide material
support to ISIS (undercover FBI agents), attempting to kill US soldiers, and possession of
firearms  and  silencers  (provided  to  him  by  the  FBI).  The  FBI’s  own  official  press  release
stated  (emphasis  added):

According to court records, Elfgeeh attempted to provide material support to
ISIS in the form of personnel, namely three individuals, two of whom were
cooperating with the FBI. Elfgeeh attempted to assist all three individuals in
traveling  to  Syria  to  join  and  fight  on  behalf  of  ISIS.  Elfgeeh  also  plotted  to
shoot and kill members of the United States military who had returned from
Iraq.  As part  of  the plan to kill  soldiers,  Elfgeeh purchased two handguns
equipped  with  firearm  silencers  and  ammunition  from  a  confidential
source. The handguns were made inoperable by the FBI before the confidential
source gave them to Elfgeeh.

What is perhaps more chilling are the details of Elfgeeh’s plans to kill US soldiers. The FBI’s
press release stated (emphasis added):

Court documents also indicate that Elfgeeh first discussed the idea of shooting
United States military members in December 2013 when he told CS-2 that he
was thinking about getting a gun and ammunition, putting on a bulletproof
vest, and “just go[ing] around and start shooting.” In February 2014, Elfgeeh
told CS-2 that he needed a handgun and silencer. Elfgeeh later gave CS-2
$1,050  in  cash  to  purchase  two  handguns  equipped  with  silencers  and
ammunition. On May 31, 2014, CS-2 delivered the two handguns equipped with
silencers and ammunition to Elfgeeh.  After  Elfgeeh took possession of  the
items, he was arrested by members of the Rochester Joint Terrorism Task
Force. Elfgeeh is currently being held in custody.

Elfgeeh’s plans are also – coincidentally – verbatim, the dream scenario of Washington’s
warmongers currently attempting to sell a war that will straddle both sides of the Syrian-
Iraqi border, allow the US to provide terrorists operating in Syria with air support, and lead
to punitive operations against the Syrian government for attacking US-backed terrorists with
the final objective being long-sought after regime change in Damascus.
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With serial beheadings failing to raise Western public support necessary for an expedient
intervention in Syria, more insidious provocations appear to be in the works. Setting the
stage, a CBS/Associated Press story titled, “Former Deputy CIA Director: ‘I Would Not Be
Surprised’  If  ISIS  Member  Shows  Up  To  US  Mall  Tomorrow With  AK-47,”  would  claim
immediately after the initial James Foley execution video that:

“The short-term concern is the Americans that have gone to fight with ISIS and
the  west  Europeans  that  have  gone  to  fight  with  ISIS  could  be  trained  and
directed by ISIS to come to the United States to conduct small-scale attacks,”
Morell stated. “If an ISIS member showed up at a mall in the United States
tomorrow with an AK-47 and killed a number of Americans, I would not be
surprised.”

Morell warned that over the long-term the extremist group could be planning
for a 9/11-style attack that killed thousands of Americans.

Elfgeeh’s  entrapment is  only the beginning.  Staged “terror  raids” in  Australia  are also
ratcheting up hysteria ahead of an actual event of mass murder carried out on Western soil.
The BBC would report in their article, “Australia raids over ‘Islamic State plot to behead’,”
that:

Police have carried out  anti-terror  raids in  Sydney sparked by intelligence
reports that Islamic extremists were planning random killings in Australia.

PM Tony Abbott said a senior Australian Islamic State militant had called for
“demonstration killings”, reportedly including a public beheading.

The raids, with at least 800 heavily-armed officers, led to 15 arrests.

http://washington.cbslocal.com/2014/08/21/former-deputy-cia-director-i-would-not-be-surprised-if-isis-member-shows-up-to-us-mall-tomorrow-with-ak-47/
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Image: Australian security forces swept the city of Sydney arresting suspects of an alleged plot by
ISIS to behead a random member of the public and then drape an ISIS flag upon their body in an
attack that would only stand to serve Western ambitions to expand war on both sides of the Syrian-
Iraqi border. The plot is cartoonish in nature, but Westerners should not underestimate what lengths
special interests will go through to provoke war. 

 

The cartoonish nature of the plot – beheading a random member of the public before
draping an ISIS  flag over  their  body –  is  meant  to  provoke maximum fear  and anger  first,
then maximum support for Australia’s continued involvement in Wall Street and London’s
hegemonic ambitions in the Middle East. Likewise, the Rochester arrest made by the FBI
amid their own terror plot, serves only to incite fear across the public and irrational support
for intervention in Syria that will, in fact, lead to further support of extremists as well as the
destruction  of  the  only  institution  in  the  region  truly  fighting  terrorism  –  the  Syrian  Arab
Army.

A Functioning Firing Pin Away From a Staged Mass Shooting

The FBI has a long list of foiled terror plots of its own creation. More disturbingly are the
plots they conceived but “accidentally” allowed to go “live.” One might recall the 1993
World Trade Center bombing. FBI agents, according to the New York Times, were indeed
overseeing the bombers that detonated a device killing six and wounding many more at the
World Trade Center.

In their article, “Tapes Depict Proposal to Thwart Bomb Used in Trade Center Blast,” NYT
reported:

Law-enforcement  officials  were  told  that  terrorists  were  building  a  bomb that
was eventually used to blow up the World Trade Center, and they planned to
thwart the plotters by secretly substituting harmless powder for the explosives,
an informer said after the blast.

The informer was to have helped the plotters build the bomb and supply the
fake powder, but the plan was called off by an F.B.I. supervisor who had other
ideas about how the informer, Emad A. Salem, should be used, the informer
said.

The account, which is given in the transcript of hundreds of hours of tape
recordings Mr. Salem secretly made of his talks with law-enforcement agents,
portrays the authorities as in a far better position than previously known to foil
the Feb. 26 bombing of New York City’s tallest towers. The explosion left six
people dead, more than 1,000 injured and damages in excess of half a billion
dollars.

Considering the 1993 bombing and the fact that the FBI literally oversaw the construction
and deployment of a deadly bomb that killed 6, it is clear that the FBI can at any time
through design or disastrous incompetence, turn one of their contrived entrapment cases
into a live terror  attack.  One can only  guess at  how many similar  FBI  operations are
currently taking place within the United States involving ISIS sympathizers – any one of
which could be turned into a live terror  attack provided the weapons handed over to
potential terrorists are functioning, just as the bomb was in 1993 when it was driven into the
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lower levels of the World Trade Center.

Image: The FBI has an impressive portfolio of intentionally created, then foiled terror plots. Its
methods include allowing suspects to handle both real and inoperable weapons and explosives.
These methods allow the FBI to switch entrapment cases “live” at any moment simply by switching
out duds and arrests with real explosives and successful attacks. Because the FBI uses “informants,”
when attacks go live, these confidential assets can be blamed, obfuscating the FBI’s involvement. 

 

Everything from a mass shooting to a bombing, and even an Operation Northwoods-style
false flag attack involving aircraft could be employed to provide Wall Street and London with
the support it needs to accelerate its long-stalled agenda of regime change and reordering
in  both  Syria  and  across  the  Iranian  arc  of  influence.  Readers  may  recall  Operation
Northwoods, reported on in an ABC News article titled, “U.S. Military Wanted to Provoke War
With Cuba,” which bluntly stated:

In the early 1960s, America’s top military leaders reportedly drafted plans to
kill innocent people and commit acts of terrorism in U.S. cities to create public
support for a war against Cuba.

Code named Operation Northwoods, the plans reportedly included the possible
assassination of Cuban émigrés, sinking boats of Cuban refugees on the high
seas, hijacking planes, blowing up a U.S. ship, and even orchestrating violent
terrorism in U.S. cities.

That  the  FBI  and  Australian  authorities  are  coordinating  staged  security  operations  in
tandem on opposite ends of the globe to terrify their respective populations into line behind
an impending war with Syria suggests a new “Operation Northwoods” of sorts is already
being executed. Staged executions on cue by ISIS in the Middle East of US and British
citizens at perfectly timed junctures of the West’s attempt to sell intervention both at home
and abroad also reek of  staged mayhem for  the sole  purpose of  provoking war.Could
grander and ultimately more tragic mayhem be in store? As ABC News’ article on Operation
Northwoods suggests, there is no line Western special interests will hesitate to cross.

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-KeeQlvz6f6E/VBrVUdhMObI/AAAAAAAAJ1o/WVE3mH3Su54/s1600/TerronoiaUSA.jpg
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With the West attempting to claim ISIS now has a “global” reach, the US and its partners’
attempts  to  obfuscate  the  very  obvious  state-sponsorship  it  is  receiving  will  become
exponentially  more difficult.  That  the FBI  is  admittedly  stringing along easily  manipulated,
malevolent patsies who at any time could be handed real weapons and sent on shooting
sprees  and/or  bombings,  Americans,  Europeans,  and  Australians  would  be  foolish  to
conclude that their real enemy resides somewhere in Syria and not right beside them at
home, upon the very seats of Western power.
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